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INTRODUCTION
These guidelines have been developed to help members
and partners use SAPCA branded collateral to best effect.
If you are unsure of how to utilise the brand please contact
marketing@sapca.org.uk for clarity.
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WELCOME
TO SAPCA
>	
SAPCA is a not-for-profit membership organisation that uses its collective expertise to help
people build inspiring, quality and sustainable sports and play facilities across the UK.
>	
SAPCA members are specialist contractors, manufacturers and consultants involved in the
sports and play facility construction industry, delivering projects from grassroots (at clubs,
schools and parks) through to the highest levels of elite training and competition venues.
>	
SAPCA members comply with strict criteria for membership, including requirements for
financial stability, a proven track record of expertise and experience, compliance with
industry standards, and commitment to superior levels of customer service.
>

The SAPCA members’ logo gives customers reassurance that the companies they
choose for their sports and play projects have been approved by SAPCA.
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OUR MISSION
To help people build inspiring, quality and sustainable sports
and play facilities for an active and healthier nation.

OUR VISION
For SAPCA to be recognised as the leading authority on the
design, construction and maintenance of sports and play facilities
across the UK.

BRAND PROMISE
SAPCA’s goal is to deliver ‘Better Choices’ for our members,
their customers and those who shape strategic decisions across
our industry.

OUR VALUES
>

Collaborative

>

Integrity

>

Inclusive

>

Customer centric

>

Innovative

BRAND IDENTITY
Our brand identity puts the end users at the forefront of our thinking
with sports and play facilities underpinning their success.
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BRAND COLOURS

BRAND COLOURS
Information:

Colour breakdown

Whenever using the SAPCA brand colours be
sure to use the correct colour breakdown for
print (CMYK) and digital (RGB, HEX).
SAPCA Blue: This is to be used as the primary
colour. Use this colour for headings, feature
body copy, backgrounds, etc.
SAPCA Red: This should be used for the
arrow brand element and any highlights.
This can also be used for heading lines
and dividers.
SAPCA Grey: This grey should be used for
content such as body copy. Percentage
shades of this colour can be used for
divider lines.
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SAPCA Blue:

SAPCA Red:

SAPCA Grey:

CMYK:

95 / 87 / 0 / 0

CMYK:

3 / 100 / 73 / 0

CMYK:

0 / 0 / 0 / 80

RGB:

51 / 51 / 153

RGB:

224 / 0 / 54

RGB:

51 / 51 / 51

Hex:

#333399

Hex:

#E00036

Hex:

#333333
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BRAND TYPEFACE

BRAND TYPEFACE
Information:

Primary typeface > Sofia Pro

Primary typeface: Sofia Pro is our primary
font family. Two weights of the family are to
be used for all collateral.

Sofia Pro Black
Headings / highlight copy

For headings, sub headings and highlight

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0123456789

copy use Sofia Pro Black.
For body copy, sub headings and any other
copy content use Sofia Pro Regular.

Sofia Pro Regular
Sub-titles / Body copy /
captions

Secondary typeface: Arial is our secondary

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0123456789

font family. This font should be used when
the primary font is not available.
This should also be used for editable content

Secondary typeface > Arial

such as Word, PowerPoint or email templates.

Arial Bold
Headings / highlight copy

Arial Regular
Sub-titles / Body copy /
captions
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Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0123456789
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0123456789
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MEMBERS’
LOGO
The SAPCA members’ logo has been designed
to reinforce to customers the importance
and value of selecting SAPCA members
for all aspects of their sports and play
facility projects.
To be used by official SAPCA member organisations only
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MEMBERS’ LOGO

MEMBERS’ LOGO
Information:

Logo usage:

Logo usage: It is important that at all times
the members’ logo is reproduced consistently.
It must always appear in either of the colour
ways shown opposite. DO NOT stretch, pull or
doctor the logo in any way.
The preferred usage of the logo is the positive
version. In the case were the logo must sit on
a colour background or image please make
sure to use the reversed version. If using over
an image make sure the area of the image
the logo is placed over is clear, simple and
sufficiently dark to provide clear legibility.

Positive version

Reversed version

Logo spacing: It is very important our logo
is always visible. To achieve this a minimum

Logo spacing:

Minimum size:

‘clear space’ should always appear around
it. The minimum clear space around the
members’ logo (indicated by the grey
area) is defined as 50% of the height of the
square arrow icon. The clear space is thus
proportional to the size at which the logo is
used. Clear space is measured from the
logo border.
Minimum size: The minimum size the
members’ logo can be used when printing is
25mm measured from the width. When using
on digital publications please make sure the
logo is clearly legible at 100% its viewing size.
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50% of the logo’s icon
25mm width
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MEMBERS’ LOGO

MEMBERS’ LOGO
Information:

Positioning examples:

Positioning: When applying the members’
logo to any print or digital collateral, make
sure to comply with the members’ logo
usage on page 09. The preference for the
positioning of the members’ logo is bottom
right. If this is not feasible then please
position the logo in an area that is clear,
simple and provides clear legibility.
Examples of application may include:
> Adverts

> Social media

> Website

> Site signage

> Letterheads

> Vehicles

> Email signature

Example showing the clear space area for the members’ logo

Example of members’ logo positioning on a social media banner
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Example of members’ logo positioning on an A4 page

Example of members’ logo positioning on a member’s van

